New Singular SecurEdge™ and
Metal Flat Sheet Color Chart FAQs
Will there be separate color charts for the various SecurEdge product lines (200/2000, 300/3000,
400/4000)?
No, the new color chart encompasses all SecurEdge product lines and metal flat sheet color options.

Can I get colors that aren’t on the new color chart?
You may still get colors that are not on the new chart; however, they will be treated as custom colors, so additional costs and extended
lead times may apply. If you need a color from the previous “SecurEdge 400/4000 & Flat Sheet” color card, existing inventory can be
ordered, at no custom color upcharge, until depleted. Upon depletion of old inventory, colors from the previous chart will only be available
as custom colors.

What if my job was already sold with a color that is not listed on the new color chart?
If already ordered, there will be no custom color upcharge and your order will not be affected.

Can I mix inventories of the same color name?
No, it is best to ensure that inventories of old and new colors are not mixed. Although the color name may not have changed, the color
code may be different. For clarification, be sure to know from which color chart you are referencing an existing color and reach out to your
Specialty Pricing Team contact to ensure the proper color is ordered.

The color chart has color names in parentheses, what does this mean?
As noted in the color chart key, the color listed in parentheses is the “most similar previous Carlisle flat sheet color.” This color name
corresponds to a color from the old “SecurEdge 400/4000 & Metal Flat Sheet” color card. What’s important to note is that the new color
and the color listed in parentheses are not necessarily identical—this is only a reference as to what is most similar. If you are unsure as to
similarities/matches, be sure to reach out to your Specialty Pricing Team contact for clarification.

How do I request color cards or metal chip samples?
Print versions of the chart, with accurate color chips and sample metal color chips, can be requested using the “Online Literature and
Sample Order Form”, which can be found under “Forms” on your online dashboard. You must be logged-in to access the order form.

How do I get a Paint Finish Warranty?
This process has not changed—in the warranty portal, be sure to select “Finish Warranty” if you wish to receive what is now a standard
35-year warranty (certain color exclusions apply and are noted on the color chart and warranty documentation).

How do I make sure edge metal is included in my Total System Warranty?
Through Carlisle’s Edge-to-Edge warranty, it is possible to purchase either prefabricated SecurEdge products or buy flat sheets and shopfabricate edge metal for warranty inclusion. Please refer to the Edge-to-Edge Warranty Sell Sheet for more information.
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